
 

 

 

 
 

 

Number meetings: 

Area East: face to face meetings 15(limited number of participants) and online 14 

  

Area East 2: f2f meetings 14(limited number of participants) and online 5 

 

Area in the middle: f2f meetings 4(limited number of participants) and online 0 

  

Area South: f2f meetings 9(limited number of participants) and online 0 

 

Area West: f2f meetings 15(limited number of participants) and online 1 

 

Area North: f2f meetings 10(limited number of participants) and online 2 

 

Some meetings have been closed or temporary closed to due the pandemic 

  

 

Totally meetings every week face to face 66 and online 22 

 

One year ago we had 112 meetings every week 

 

Current service structure and subcommittees: On region level: phone service, web, literature, 

service conference (not active), PR (not active, has never been active), translation and FD 

 

Recent activities: Region level: nothing 

Area level: area north had a speaker jam online 

Group level: online speaker jam 

Planned activities: Region meeting 13.02 online 

Area level:  

Area in the middle planning a convention in april 

  

At group level: 

Ski and recovery celebrate 15 years in March, outdoor ski convention, meetings might be online  

Na Kongsberg, campout in June 

 

More info on our website www.nanorge.org 

 
 

Na Norway 

 
Community Report 

http://www.nanorge.org/


 

 

Current financial status and donations: 35 000 euro at bank account, do not know if we will donate 

any money 

 

Questions to the other delegates: None 

 

 

 

Nominations for FD or SC (when relevant): None 

Request for funding and list of previous funding: No 

Additional information: Looking forward meeting you online, we still have hard time with 

communication between RCM and RD/AD, have tried a messenger group without any success.  

In the our region 10 of 20 service position is not taken.   

NEW FIELD Different input from our RCM: 

One area is struggling a lot with willingness to do service, only treasurer, sec. and Rcm at the 

moment, maybe they have to close down.  

Another area do not have area meetings now. 

One area says they have more or less same service willingness now as before the pandemic. 

In March, when everything closed down, the area was quick to find solutions at Zoom. Now the 

energy has gone a little out of people and we have much less willingness. 

We are experiencing a decline in meeting attendance and service work. On the service side, we 

have some old timers who would like to do service, but institutions and prisons are closed. 

The challenge has been and is to attract newcomers during the pandemic. 

We have had to practice spiritual principles all the way through the pandemic to keep our spirits 

up.  

We have opened some permanent online meetings that have proven to be appropriate for people 

who live far away and do not have the opportunity to attend physical meetings.  

We have had to take quick action to close some groups as landlords and the municipal 

superintendent have not allowed us to keep the meetings open (much due to space in the meeting 

rooms).  

Many groups have practiced a maximum number of participants. 

Because we have held area meetings both online and physically, there have been several 

participants from meetings that are far away from our meeting room. Apart from that, attendance 

from GSR has been fairly stable.  

In the last year (during the pandemic) we are experiencing a decline in service willingness in the 

area 

 

Delegate/alt delegate contact information:  

RD Jonas Andersson delegat@nanorge.org 

AD John Inge Muldal Erlandsen varadelegat@nanorge.org 

AD2 no one at the moment 
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